D I S I N F E C TA N TS

AIRDECON® UVc

DISINFECTION AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT
airdecon® UVc room disinfector delivers a no
touch, clinically proven performance at a very
economical price.
Clinical security

Superior performance guarantees greater than
99.9999% reduction in C. difficile, MRSA, E Coli, polio &
TB.

Mobile & robust

The handle circles the whole body, the multi directional
wheels and the perfectly balanced base all combine to
make moving the ad-UVc a dream.

Remote operation and monitoring

The control centre is built into a tablet allowing the 		
operator to be outside of the disinfection area.
All disinfection cycles recorded to memory - full traceability.

Powerful technology

Many UVc systems do not have the power to offer
the microbial reductions required in a short timeframe.
By working with Philips we have developed a very powerful, long lasting UVc emitter that when combined with
our highly polished reflectors offer true 3600 coverage
- reducing dark areas and reducing the need to multi
position.

Keeping patients and staff safe

The performance guarantees the disinfection you require.
The four infrared sensors shut down the system if any
movement is detected.
The warning light and buzzer give further warning signals.
The ad-UVc tube technology is wrapped in UVc transmitting polymer to contain any breakages.
The UVc light forms no Ozone unlike many other systems.
Finally the tablet allows full control and monitoring to be
done from outside the area of operation even through
walls and solid structures.

In the Box
- Airdecon® UV-c
- Tablet control
- Instruction Manual
airdecon® UVc room disinfector delivers a
no touch, clinically proven performance at a
very economical price.

D I S I N F E C TA NTS

Kill microorganisms using the power of
UVc light. Heres how it works.
Inverse Sqaure Law - Every time a distance is doubled, the intensity of light energy is reduced to 25% of the power.

Incoming
UV-c photon

6 steps to success.

In 5 minutes you have decontaminated the whole room and its ready to use.
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Efficacy - independent data reviewed by experts.

4 log

Clostridium difficile
2
Spores (240 J/m )

Bacillus subtilis Spores
(232 J/m2 )

MRSA
(128 J/m2 )

E coli
(120 J/m2 )

0.5m
1m
1.5m
2m
2.5m
3m
4m
5m

9 seconds
24 seconds
54 seconds
87 seconds
135 seconds
194 seconds
332 seconds
503 seconds

9 seconds
24 seconds
52 seconds
84 seconds
131 seconds
188 seconds
320 seconds
486 seconds

5 seconds
13 seconds
29 seconds
46 seconds
72 seconds
104 seconds
177 seconds
269 seconds

5 seconds
12 seconds
27 seconds
44 seconds
68 seconds
97 seconds
166 seconds
252 seconds

6 log

Clostridium difficile
2
Spores (360 J/m )

Bacillus subtilis Spores
(348 J/m2)

MRSA
(192 J/m2 )

E coli
(180 J/m2)

0.5m
1m
1.5m
2m
2.5m
3m
4m
5m

13 seconds
36 seconds
80 seconds
130 seconds
203 seconds
291 seconds
497 seconds
754 seconds

13 seconds
35 seconds
78 seconds
125 seconds
196 seconds
281 seconds
480 seconds
729 seconds

7 seconds
20 seconds
43 seconds
69 seconds
108 seconds
155 seconds
265 seconds
402 seconds

7 seconds
18 seconds
40 seconds
65 seconds
102 seconds
146 seconds
249 seconds
377 seconds

W H Y U S E AIRDE CO N® U VC?

Ideal for high / rapid turnaround
1	departments
and rooms.
costs can be as low as
2	Operating
GBP(£)0.02 per room.
- patients and staff are protected,
3	Safe
plastic / glass windows block UVc.
area immediately
4	Decontaminated
ready for use after ad-UVc - no waiting.
ir conditioning and smoke alarm
5	Adoes
not need to be sealed or disabled.
Whole Room Decontamination
6	Fastest
method.
d- UVc creates and leaves no by
7	aproducts
- including ozone.
No health and safety worries.
ake it part of your daily 		
8	Mdecontamination
protocol.

Mycobacterium
Pseudomonas
tuberculosis (248 J/m2 ) aeruginosa (220 J/m2 )
9 seconds
25 seconds
56 seconds
90 seconds
140 seconds
201 seconds
343 seconds
520 seconds

8 seconds
22 seconds
49 seconds
79 seconds
124 seconds
178 seconds
304 seconds
461 seconds

Mycobacterium
Pseudomonas
tuberculosis (372 J/m2 ) aeruginosa (330 J/m2)
14 seconds
37 seconds
83 seconds
134 seconds
209 seconds
301 seconds
514 seconds
779 seconds

12 seconds
33 seconds
74 seconds
119 seconds
186 seconds
267 seconds
456 seconds
692 seconds

Polio virus (126
J/m2 )
5 seconds
13 seconds
28 seconds
46 seconds
71 seconds
102 seconds
174 seconds
264 seconds

Polio virus (189
J/m2)
7 seconds
19 seconds
42 seconds
68 seconds
107 seconds
153 seconds
261 seconds
396 seconds

>99.9999%
KILL RATE IN
1 MINUTE.
airdecon® UVc is
controlled & monitored
safely via the supplied
tablet or any linked
smart device.

AIRDECON® UVc
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The complete process to complete
protection in two easy steps.
No decontamination protocol can work unless there is a
strong terminal and routine cleaning system in place. In the
past we have seen multiple products used for different areas,
departments, furniture the list is endless but it also created a lot
of confusion, mistakes were made and that costs money that
facilities do not have. Now is the time to stop the confusion.

DISINFECTION AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT

Virusolve®+ available in;
Intermediate (everyday use) level wipes and liquids.
Sporicidal level wipes and liquids.

In two easy steps you guarantee your facility is getting the
highest level of protection using the latest proven technology
that is the safest available today.
Combining Virusolve®+ with airdecon® UVc will drastically reduce
/ eliminate the level of contamination on medical devices and
environmental surfaces.
Peer reviewed studies are highlighting the inadequaces of
manual cleaning and disinfection. Showing less than 50% of
surfaces are cleaned and disinfected sufficiently.
We are all aware todays budgets do not allow for extra staff to fill
this deficit. But using Virusolve®+ as step 1 gives you combined
cleaning and high level disinfection in one process delivered in
the format you want - concentrate, ready to use or wipes. Proven
to be the most economical sporicidal solution on the market
today. airdecon® UVc is then introduced as step 2 to suppliment
and further guarantee that the highest levels of
decontamination is attained.

C

Nothing is toxic.
Nothing gives off fumes or is harmful.
This combined solution is the fastest sporicidal level of
decontamination available for use today.
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